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ABSTRACT
High-energy gamma rays (> 20 MeV) pair producing in the spark chamber of EGRET give rise to
a characteristic but highly variable 3-D locus of spark sites, which must be processed to decide
whether the event is to be included in the database. A significant fraction (~15%: 104 events /
day) of the candidate events cannot be categorized (accept / reject) by an automated rule-based
procedure, are therefore tagged, and must be examined and classified manually by a team of
expert analysts. We describe a feed-forward, back-propagation neural network approach to the
classification of the questionable events. The algorithm computes a set of coefficients using
representative exemplars drawn from the preclassified set of questionable events. These
coefficients map a given input event into a decision vector that, ideally, describes the correct
disposition of the event. The net's accuracy is then tested using a different subset of preclassified
events. Preliminary results demonstrate the net's ability to correctly classify a large proportion of
the events for some categories of questionables. Current work includes the use of much larger
training sets to improve the accuracy of the net.
INTRODUCTION
The Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) on the Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory is sensitive to high-energy gamma rays in the regime 20 MeV to 30 GeV. Two
vertically stacked spark chambers comprise the primary detector. A photon is detected when it
interacts in one of several thin tantalum plates in the upper spark chamber, producing trajectories
which, propagating downward, are revealed by sparks where the leptons interact in a series of
decks (interleaved with the tantalum plates). Each deck contains two orthogonal, horizontal grids
of closely spaced wires with a high voltage differential. A magnetic core readout system is used
to determine the spark positions. An anti-coincidence scintillator dome surrounding the upper
portion of the telescope and a directional time-of-flight coincidence system in the lower portion
discriminate against cosmic rays and Earth albedo. Details of the EGRET instrument and its
scientific objectives are described in Kanbach et al. (1989) and Fichtel et al. (1989), respectively.
A complex ruled-based program, Search and Analysis of Gamma Ray Events (SAGE),
definitively processes a large proportion of candidate events. SAGE eliminates virtually all
cosmic-ray events, and categorizes apparent gamma-ray events as either 'acceptable' or
'questionable'. About 15% of all events are questionables. These are examined visually and
classified by a team of expert analysts. For both SAGE-accepted events and questionables which
are accepted by analysts, SAGE characterizes the photon arrival direction and energy using the
spark positions and the energy deposition measured by a large NaI(TP) scintillation crystal below
the lower plastic scintillator.
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Although the manualprocessingtask for questionableevents is quite tractable,it is labor
intensive,and- given the largedatavolumes- expensiveand time consuming. In addition,
humananalystsareproneto variableperformance.Rule-basedandexpertsystemapproaches
havebeenthoroughlyinvestigatedovertheyearsandhavenotyieldedsatisfactoryresultson the
setof questionables.
We have explored neural ,etworks for processingsomecategoriesof EGRET questionable
events. The fact that a trainedhumanrecognizeseventsas 'accepts'or 'rejects'implies that a
neuralnetworktrainedon a setof eventscategorizedby analystscouldperform the samefeat.
BecausetheEGRETdatasetis so large,theup-fronteffort involved in developingthenetwork
canbeamortizedto yield averycost-effectivesolution. A networkcanprocessin minuteswhat
ananalystcando in severalmonths.
NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural networks are an artificial intelligence technique that applies an algorithm modeled on the
way the human brain learns to discriminate among patterns perceived by the senses. In general,
the brain receives sensory information (its input data) and produces an estimate of the
classification of the pattern (its decision vector). This estimate is corrected by some training
agent, by comparison with the ideal answer (its target vector), and the estimate is reinforced if
correct. Over many repetitions the brain comes to recognize, for example, a picture of a horse as
a horse, and can then extend this to other pictures of horses, provided the original sample of
pictures showed a wide enough variety of horses and orientations.
It is clear that the human brain, when recognizing patterns, does not usually use a rule-based
system. The brain's cycle time is relatively slow, and rule-based 'if-then-else' systems are
inherently serial in nature. The number of decisions necessary to apply an 'if-then-else' algorithm
to visual pattern recognition would vastly overrun the actual 0.5-s response time of the brain.
Thus, pattern recognition is accomplished by the brain in a massively parallel manner using many
processors, many connections, and few cycles. Recognition knowledge appears to be embedded
into the brain by the amplification or attenuation of the pathways over which the signals travel
between successive neurons. Not surprisingly, this type of learning behavior can be simulated by
an electronic circuit. And, more importantly for our purposes, it can be simulated by a computer.
This simulation requires the algorithm shown graphically in Figure 1. Vectors are used to
represent the input to and output from neurons. Neurons are simulated using the sigmoid
function, f(x) = 1/(1 + exp[-x]), where f(x) is the output from a neuron whose collective input is
x. This function models closely the response and thresholding activity of a neuron. A weight, or
coefficient, is associated with each connection among the neurons and it is this coefficient that
amplifies or attenuates the information associated with the connection. These coefficients 'store'
the knowledge of the net in a non-explicit form and are changed by small increments to allow the
net to converge to a correct outcome.
A network is trained using an appropriately sized set of exemplars which previously have been
classified. The size of this set will depend on the complexity of the pattern to be classified. The
selection of patterns must cover the possible range of input data. Once the training is completed,
the network can be used to classify new patterns drawn from the range of training patterns.
The selection of exemplars is a major part of the up-front effort required to use a neural network
and means that networks are practical in application only where considerable amounts of data are
to be processed. In addition, it should be noted that there is no physical information embedded in
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Fig. 1- Connectivity of a small neural network with one layer of hidden nodes. The activation
function closely models the threshold response of a biological neuron.
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the coefficients. The network is simply a classifier and gives no analytical information about
physical processes.
Because the function used is general, although variable in the number of terms it contains, the
software used to train the network is reusable for any problem. It is surprisingly uncomplicated,
and, in this application, was implemented in Fortran on a VAX 3100. In a rule-based system, the
program must be written uniquely for each problem. Even with expert systems, an explicit
knowledge base must be developed for each problem, though the software that handles the
knowledge is reusable.
A neural network is a non-linear least-squares fit to a very general function (h) in which the
independent variable is an array of experimental data (X), and the dependent variable is an array
of characteristics (D) often called the decision vector - the classification. During training, the
decision vector is compared to a target vector (T) which contains the correct classification for the
event. The error vector thus generated (E) can be used to calculate the relative contribution to this
outcome of all the coefficients (a vector W) in the network, and to effect a small change AW in a
direction that will minimize the error. The relationships are, therefore:
h(X) = D
or h(xi,x2,x ..... Xn) = (dl,d2 .... dn),
E=I(T-D)I and AW=g(E).
A value of di --- 1 indicates the presence of characteristic i. Conversely, a value of di -=0 indicates
its absence. The order and number of characteristics is fixed in the formulation of the problem
and remains constant. Note that the sigmoid function is applied many times in h(X).
The fitting process determines an optimal value for the coefficients of the function h(X). After the
coefficients are determined and inserted in the function, it can be evaluated for a given array of
data. The value of the output array is an estimate of the characteristics of the data.
PREPROCESSING EVENTS AND TRAINING THE NETWORKS
The added advantage of human analysts over an automated, rule-based system is the capability of
visual pattern recognition. An expert analyst can immediately see which sparks are extraneous to
the expected gamma-ray signature, whereas rule-based decision-making sometimes misses the
obvious. In reviewing questionable events, analysts continue to apply the rules that SAGE
demands for event acceptance. The analyst's role reduces both pattern recognition and respect for
SAGE rules to one final decision: accept or reject. We utilize the analysts' decisions on
questionable events as input to train the network. Clearly, the network can perform, on average,
only as well as the analysts.
The most frequently encountered signature of pair production in the EGRET is an upsidedown 'y'
(miniscule): When the gamma ray converts to a pair, both leptons continue practically undeviated
until one of them undergoes a major Coulomb collision in a tantalum plate. The two paths diverge
at that point (the vertex), forming the two arms of the 'y', the undeviated path above the vertex
forming the leg of the 'y' (see Figure 2). Additional scatterings may occur, and therefore the
paths near the vertex are required to have straight segments of minimum length so that the event
may be characterized. If neither lepton scatters, the signature is a single, undeviated track.
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Fig. 2- Schematic of characteristic signature of pair production in the EGRET spark chamber.
One lepton usually undergoes a major Coulomb scattering, resulting in a characteristic locus of
sparks resembling an upsidedown 'y'.
EGRET data is best represented visually to an analyst as a sparse, large, 3-D matrix shown
graphically in two views, X and Y (the XZ and YZ planes). But a more compact representation is
necessary for a feasible neural network. Data representation is complicated by the fact that a given
deck may have any number of sparks, including none. Furthermore, a spark in the X view
cannot unambiguously be associated with a spark in the Y view, unless the spark is the only one
on a deck.
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Sparkinformationwasutilized from 34decks(stackedin theZ direction)of theupperandlower
sparkchambers.In boththeX andY directions,thereare992 cores;coreswhichare 'on'(e.g.,
'fired') indicatethepathsof theleptons. Usuallyseveraladjacentcoresfire oneachdeckwhena
leptonpasses.A stringof adjacentfiredcoreson adeckis calleda spark. Two stringsof fired
coreswith aninterjacentgapof up to threeunfiredcoresweretreatedasonespark. Thecentral
coreof suchastringof coresandgapswasthenadoptedastheX or Y coordinateof thespark.
In themajority of questionable events the recorded pattern has missing sparks and/or extraneous
sparks. This kind of 'fuzziness' is difficult for rule-based systems to handle, whereas analysts
and neural networks can more easily recognize a good event in the presence of flawed
information.
Because a parsimonious representation is desirable, and because the network requires a constant
number of independent variables, we retain exactly two sparks per deck. Some information is
therefore lost when three or more sparks are present. The rules for retention of sparks per deck
are: (1) If no spark is present, zero-fill both positions. (2) If only one spark is present, duplicate
its position. (3) If there are two sparks, fill the respective positions with the spark coordinates.
(4) If there are more than two sparks, retain the two sparks closest to the { 1 spark, 2 sparks, or
center} of the preceding (higher) deck. Since one spark per deck is usually present after pair
production and before scattering, the duplicated portion of the trajectory may be thought of as
representing the paths of the two unscattered leptons.
A single network was trained to recognize the existence of the following states, each of which
corresponds to a SAGE rejection criterion: (1) an event appears to enter through a spark chamber
wall rather than through the instrument aperture; (2) an event has too few sparks, thus the spark
pattern is not sufficiently well-defined; (3) the event separation vertex appears to be on different
decks in the X and Y views (thus compromising the characterization of event attributes). Hence,
in experiments to date a network was trained with four output nodes: {accept, too few sparks,
wall, or different decks}. In future experiments, we plan to train one network for each rejection
criterion (e.g., only two output targets per network: accept or reject), and to be accepted an event
will have to pass each network in succession.
Both the X and Y views are reviewed simultaneously by the analysts. However, the flaw in a
pattern which leads SAGE to question an event may be present in only one view, in which case
only the flawed view is used in the training set. Including the apparently acceptable view would
introduce contradictory information and tend to influence the net in the wrong direction. For
example, a wall event is usually apparent in only one view. In the recognition phase, both views
would be required to pass muster (serially) for the event to be accepted by the network. In order
to keep the number of input nodes small, we present the two views separately.
In addition to the rejection criteria, three classes of events are distinguished, and each must be
processed with a different network. Events which exhibit the characteristic 'y' pattern in both
views are called 'doubles'. Events for which SAGE cannot characterize both arms of the 'y' in
both views are referred to as 'single-doubles' - apparently single in one view, double in the other.
For very high energy gamma rays no separation may occur, or the separation angle may be
negligible. These events are 'singles'. For inflight data, about 40% of the questionable events
are singles, and the vast majority of these are rejected by analysts. Thus, a solution to the singles
problem alone would be very useful. Since very few accepts are found among singles - none in
ground-based calibration data, and very few in source-free inflight data - we have not yet been
able to train a network to recognize singles. However, this problem seems eminently tractable
since it is basically a task of recognizing well-formed straight lines. About 30% of questionables
fall in the single-double category. Most of these events are in fact double in both views; however,
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becauseof missingandextraneoussparks,SAGEcould not identify the scatteredtrack in one
view. The remaining 30% of questionablesappeardouble in both views. Most of our
experimentshaveconcentratedonthis class. Thesingle-doublecategoryshouldbemoreeasily
addressedwhenmoreexperimentswithdoubleshavebeenperformed.
We utilized ground-basedcalibrationdatafor theexperimentsreportedhere. A largegroupof
doubleswas submittedserially to the training portion of the software;network training was
iterated~ 5000timesuntil thenetworkwasableto classifycorrectlyall theeventsin thetraining
set. Thecoefficientswhichresultedfrom thetraining werethen incorporatedinto the function
h(X). Eventsnot includedin the training setwereusedto evaluateh(X) for eachevent. The
extentto whichagreementwasobtainedbetweentheevaluationof thetestcaseandtheidealtarget
valuesfor thatcasegaveanempiricalmeasureof success.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS TO DATE
Several fruitful experiments with events which appear double in both views have been performed.
The best results have been obtained when 3 reject targets are supplied. These reject targets reflect
how SAGE perceived the event: (1) too few sparks in the event locus; (2) wall event in the X or
Y view; and/or (3) separation vertex on different decks in the two views. It appears that several
reject targets give the net better definition of the reject criteria.
Results for a typical 4-target run are shown in the table below, where the numbers are
occurrences/bin expressed as a percentage of the total number of events; e.g., 74% of events with
too few sparks were correctly classified at the highest level of reliability, while 86% were
correctly indicated.
Target
74. 5. 7. 0. 0. 2. 0. 0. 0. 12. Too few
60. 3. 2. 1. 0. 1. 0. 2. 0. 31. Wall
53. 2. 1. 1. 1. 0. 1. 1. 2. 37. Vertex
43. 1. 1. 14. 0. 0. 12. 3. 1. 22. Accepts
The net usually tends to drive the decision on an event to one extreme or the other (closeness to
1.0 means more confidence in the decision). In the case of the accept target, two additional peaks
in the distribution are seen. These peaks appear to reflect the net's inability to converge on
unknown subclasses of events, prompting us to consider in future experiments the use of serially
applied networks, each of which has only one reject target and one accept target. Because the
rejects are divided up between 3 reject targets, the number of events per target is small (in fact, to
obtain equal training, the target with the least number of examples determines how many events
must be used for all the targets).
From the current level of success in experiments with doubles, we may extrapolate that a large
proportion (perhaps > 90%) of rejects may be ultimately recognizable by a sequence of trained
nets for the various reject targets, from a decision based on one view. Basing the decision on the
combined outcome from views should result in only a few percent false accepts. This is a
primary measure of success since the goal is to minimize inclusion of incorrectly characterized
gamma-ray events in the EGRET database.
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Currently,doublesarecorrectlyrecognizedasacceptsin about60%of the cases; thus about 40%
of accepts are falsely rejected, and would still require examination by human analysts. Since only
exploratory experiments have been carried out, we expect some improvements as experience is
gained in understanding how to present spark pictures to the nets.
FUTURE EXPERIMENTS
We also expect results to improve when larger inflight datasets are used to train the net. From the
number of degrees of freedom in the problem, {2-D aperture, angle of incidence, vertex deck, and
gamma-ray energy - related to vertex separation angle}, we estimate that it will be necessary to
use many thousands each of accept and reject targets in order to train the networks sufficiently
well. The distribution of energies for ground-based and inflight data is different. Thus, well-
characterized experiments await sets of questionable events from the inflight database that have
been processed by human analysts. Only datasets with weak sources or no source in the field-of-
view are usable since sources tend to bias the associated incidence angles.
In a source-free field of view, much less than 1% of questionables are acceptable singles. Since
questionables account for about 15% of the EGRET database, in order to find ~ 1000 good
singles - a minimum requirement to train a network for any given target- we would have to
search through a few million events of inflight data. However, the singles problem may very well
be soluble by simulating acceptable singles - straight lines - using appropriate numbers of
extraneous and missing sparks, as well as small deviations from straightness which occur as a
result of electron scattering suffered by the pair. A simulation program for acceptable singles is
currently in development.
Several improvements are under consideration. Once the 'double in both views' networks are
optimized, it should be straightforward to address the 'single/double view' problem by making
appropriate changes in some accept and reject targets. An efficient way to account for left/right
symmetry may be to train networks using both an event and its mirror image about the Z-axis.
The reject category which involves the separation vertex apparently being on different decks in the
two views may require combining the X and Y views. Finally, additional rejection criteria have
been identified in the inflight dataset which may be accommodated by adding one reject target.
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